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Abstract— This paper proposes a hierarchical battery balancing 

architecture for the series connected lithium-ion batteries. The 

battery cells are grouped into different packs and the bottom 

layer is the Adjacent Cell-to-Cell structure consisting of the packs. 

The top layer is connected to different packs and can deliver the 

energy from one pack to any other pack bi-directionally, leading 

to high flexibility. A multi-directional multi-port converter is 

proposed to serve as the top layer. With the hierarchical 

architecture, the balanced energy transfer of the cells in different 

packs can be decoupled, which avoid the repeated charging and 

discharging during the balancing process. This is beneficial for 

lengthening the battery lifetime and increasing the State-of-

Health (SOH). Moreover, the proposed architecture can lower the 

current rating of the balancing circuits, which helps decrease the 

required cost and improve the system efficiency. The 

experimental results verified the benefits of the proposed 

architecture. 

Keywords----Battery balancing; Cell-to-Cell; multi-port 

converter; hierarchical layer. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

With the wide use and development of electrical vehicles 
(EV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and energy storage units 
for renewable energy systems, lithium-ion battery plays a more 
and more important role because of its advantages such as high 
energy density, low self-discharge rate, and no memory effect. 
However, the multiple single cells should be connected in 
series to meet the voltage requirement of the above 
applications. Unfortunately, due to the manufacturing 
inconsistence, environment difference, degradation with the 
aging and performance characteristics variance, there can be 
imbalance among the series-connected battery cells, which 
significantly reduces the energy storage capacity, battery 
lifetime and safety. Hence, balancing is necessary for the 
series-connected batteries [1], [2]. 

Many different balancing methods have been developed 
and summarized. Among them, the active balancing gains 
more attention because of the short balancing speed, low 
energy waste and less heat generation [2]-[15]. From the view 
of system architecture, it can be categorized into three types: 
Adjacent Cell-to-Cell (A-C2C) architecture [3]-[5], Direct 
Cell-to-Cell (D-C2C) architecture [6]-[8] and Cell-to-Pack 
(C2P) architecture [9]-[11]. For the A-C2C architecture, the 
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balancing circuit has simple structure and low voltage stress of 
the components. But the adjacent circuits are influenced with 
each other, leading to complex control and unnecessary energy 
loss. For the D-C2C architecture, each cell can be balanced 
independently but only two selected cells can be balanced at 
the same time, which is not suitable for large number of 
batteries. For the C2P architecture, different balancing circuits 
can operate independently but when the target cell is balanced 
by the mean of discharging, it is also simultaneously charged 
through the battery pack, which is equivalent to a repeated 
charging and discharging process for the cell. This 
phenomenon not only results in energy loss but also harms the 
state of health (SOH) of the battery. Also, this architecture 
usually requires the same number of transformers as the 
number of the cells and the high turns ratio leads to high 
voltage stress of the semiconductor devices, which results in 
complex circuit structure, low efficiency and high cost. 

In order to solve the above problems, this paper proposes 
a hierarchical architecture to optimize the balancing 
performance. 

II.  PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL ACTIVE BALANCING 

ARCHITECTURE 

Fig. 1 shows the proposed hierarchical architecture, the 
bottom layer is the A-C2C structure and n battery cells are 
grouped into m packs with p cells in each pack. In the top layer, 
each pack is connected to an additional balancing circuit and 
all the circuits are coupled by a multi-winding transformer. 
The balanced energy can be exchanged between different 
packs independently in the top layer with high efficiency. 

A. Top Layer  

Fig. 2 shows the structure of the top layer. A master 
battery management system (BMS) calculates the required 
balancing current of all the balancing circuits in the top and 
bottom layer. The master BMS directly controls the power 
flow of the m balancing circuits in the top layer and sends the 
current reference through CAN interface to the slave BMS in 
each pack. 

The proposed balancing circuits applied in the top layer 
form a multi-directional multi-port converter. Fig. 3 
demonstrates two examples of the possible power flow in the 
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Fig. 1  Proposed hierarchical architecture
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Fig. 2  Structure of top layer 
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Fig. 3  Two examples of power flow in top layer 
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Fig. 4  Structure of bottom layer 

converter. It is noted that energy can be delivered by the multi-
winding transformer from one pack to any other pack bi-
directionally and each pack can serve as both source and load. 
So this converter owns the advantage of high flexibility of the 
power flow, which is desired by the balancing system. A multi-
port multi-directional converter based on half bridge structure 
is proposed and applied here and is analyzed in detail in 
Section III. 

B. Bottom Layer 

Fig. 4 shows the structure of the bottom layer. The slave 
BMS detects the operation of the batteries and receives the 
balancing current reference of each balancing circuit from the 
master BMS. Each balancing circuit is regulated independently 
by a local PWM control IC following the balancing current 
reference sent by the slave BMS through SPI interface. 

C. Current Control of the Balancing System 

The SOC of ith battery cell can be expressed as 
0

0

0

( )

( ) ( )

t t

i i
t

i i

i

I t dt

SOC t SOC t
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 (1)  

where SOCi(t0) is the initial SOC, αi is the current acceptance 
coefficient, Ci is the battery capacity, and Ii(t) is the charging 
current. 

Define Ki equals to Ci/αi and it represents the variance of 
battery characteristic and leads to the imbalance. The aim of 
the control is to introduce a balancing current Ib_i(t) to 
eliminate the effect of the difference in Ki and keep all the 
SOC(t) at the same level. 

For the top layer, the required balancing current of each 
circuit can be expressed as 

 

(2)  

where IcT_j(t) is the required current of jth balancing circuit in 

the top layer, Tb is the required balancing time, ( )jSOC t  is 
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the difference between the average SOC of the cells in jth pack 

and that of all the cells in the system. 
jK is defined as 
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(3)  

where Cj_i andαj_i is the battery capacity and current acceptance 
coefficient of ith cell in jth pack respectively, p is the number 
of cells in one pack. 

For the bottom layer, Fig. 5 shows the power flow of the 
bottom layer and each dot represents a battery cell. The 
required current of the ith balancing circuit in the bottom layer 
can be expressed as 
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 (4)  

where IcB_i is the required current of the ith balancing circuit, 
Ib_i is the required balancing current of the ith cell.  
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Fig. 5 Power flow in bottom layer 

Based on (4), the required balancing current of each 
circuit can be expressed as 

 

(5)  

where ∆SOCi(t) is the difference between the SOC of ith cell 
and the average SOC of all the cell in the system, the 
coefficient aij is 

1 ( 1)
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 (6)  

Thus, from (2) and (5), the required current of all the 
circuits in both top and bottom layer can be calculated and the 
BMS in the system is able to regulate the balancing current  to 
complete the balancing process. 

D. Advantage of the Proposed Architecture 

In the C2P architecture, when a cell is balanced by the 
means of discharging, part of the balancing current would in 
turn charge the cell through the battery pack at the same time. 
This repeated charging and discharging is harmful for the 
battery SOH. The top layer in the proposed architecture can 

realize free energy transfer between any two packs through the 
multi-winding transformer. The battery cells in different packs 
are totally decoupled and the balancing current would not 
return to the pack, so the repeated charging and discharging 
can be avoided and the battery lifetime can be extended. 
Besides, compared to the C2P architecture with multiple high 
turns ratio transformers, the number of transformer in the top 
layer is significantly reduced by selecting proper m, so the cost 
can be decreased and the efficiency can be optimized due to 
the similar voltage level of each winding. 

In the conventional A-C2C balancing system, there is 
only one way to transfer energy from one cell to another in this 
system and every two adjacent balancing circuits are 
influenced by each other. For example, B1 is the only 
overcharged cell and the energy stored in B1 is E+n∆E, while 
the energy of all other cells is E. In order to balance the energy 
of each cell to the same level that equals to E+∆E, the 
balancing circuit between Bi and Bi+1 has to transfer (n-i)∆E 
from Bi to Bi+1. So in order to balance the only overcharged 
cell, all balancing circuits have to operate at the same time, 
resulting in considerable energy loss.  

In the proposed structure, the top layer supplies an 
additional energy path among the packs and the cells can be 
balanced inside each pack independently. So this architecture 
eliminates the coupled influence between the cells in different 
packs. Take the aforementioned situation as the example, if the 
n cells are divided into m packs, the first pack transfers (n/l)∆E 
to other packs through the top layer. The cells in 1st pack can 
be balanced inside the pack and the circuits in other packs do 
not need to operate, which reduces the energy loss of the 
system. 

Furthermore, the current rating of the balancing circuit in 
the bottom layer can be significantly decreased. Assume that 
Ib_i conforms to uniform distribution 

 (7)  

where Ib_max is the maximal possible balancing current of the 

batteries. 

It can be proved that for a series connected battery string 

with n cells, IcB_i conforms to normal distribution 

 

(8)  

where θ is a constant value and F(IcB_i) is the probability 

density of IcB_i.  

From (8), it can be observed that the standard deviation is 

proportional to n, which means that with the same Ib_max, larger 

cell number in a string would introduce wider range of IcB_i. 
Fig. 6 shows the graph of F(IcB_i). The blue dotted line is 

the conventional A-C2C architecture with n cells while the red 
line is the proposed architecture with n cells and they are 
grouped into three packs. In order to meet the balancing 
requirement in 90% random cases, the current rating of the 
balancing circuit should be designed at point A for the blue line 
and B for the red line, and A is about three times larger than B. 
So the current rating of the balancing circuit in the bottom layer 
can be reduced to one-third by applying the proposed 
architecture, which is essential for decreasing cost and 
improving efficiency. 
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Fig. 6  Probability density of required balancing current 

III.  BALANCING CIRCUITS IN THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

A. Proposed Multi-directional Multi-port Converter in Top 

Layer  

In order to realize the aforementioned function of the 
balancing circuit in the top layer, a multi-directional multi-port 
converter based on half bridge structure is proposed. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the topology of the converter. Each 
battery pack is connected to a half bridge as the balancing 
circuit shown in Fig. 1. T is a multi-winding transformer and Lrj 
is the leakage inductance that serves as the energy transfer 
element. Phase Shift Modulation is applied to control the value 
and direction of the power flow in different circuits.  
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Fig. 7  Topology of the proposed converter 

In the proposed converter, each half bridge generates a 
square wave voltage and its amplitude equals to the half of the 
voltage of the battery pack. Fig. 8 presents the equivalent model 
of the proposed converter.  
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Fig. 8  Equivalent model of the proposed converter 

Assume that each battery pack owns the same voltage Vb 
and each leakage inductance is the same as Lr. Fig. 9 shows the 
key waveforms of the proposed converter when m=3. The 
current of different circuits IcT_j equals to the average value of 
the shaded area.  
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Fig. 9  Key waveforms of the proposed converter with m=3 

The peak to peak value of the current on leakage 
inductance ∆Irj is given by 

 

(9)  

 

(10)  

where φj is the phase shift angle between Circuit j+1 and Circuit 
1, fsT is the switching frequency. 

Based on (9), the relationship between the phase shift 
angles and the current of each circuit can be derived as (11). 
Therefore, the balancing current in the top layer can be 
regulated by controlling the phase shift angles.  
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(11)  

B. Buck Boost Converter in Bottom Layer 

The conventional buck boost converter is applied to serve 
as the balancing circuit in the bottom layer because of its simple 
structure and the ability to control the operating current bi-
directionally. Fig. 10 illustrates its topology. 
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Fig. 10  Topology of buck boost converter in bottom layer 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To verify the analysis of the proposed architecture, a 
hardware platform is built. In the system, 24 battery cells are 
connected in series and the rated capacity of each cell is 200 
Ah. They are grouped into 3 packs with 8 cells in each pack. 
The maximal charging/discharging current of the batteries is 
200 A. The maximal variance of different battery characteristic 
is 5%. The current rating of the balancing circuit in the bottom 
layer is set as 10 A. According to (8), 98% imbalance cases can 
be included and well solved. Similarly, the current rating of the 
balancing circuit in the top layer is 3.6 A. Table I lists the 
parameters of the balancing circuits in the top and bottom 
layer. Fig. 11 shows the photos of the prototype.  

Table I Circuit parameters of converters in top and bottom layer 

 Top layer Bottom layer 

Input/output voltage 24~36 V 3.2~4.2 V 

Output power 130 W 42 W 

Balancing current -3.6~3.6 A -10~10 A 

Switching frequency 100 kHz 120 kHz 

Inductance 1 μH (Lrj) 10 μH (Li) 

MOSFETs BSC039N06NS SiR416DP 

Controller STM32F407VG UCC35705 

#1

#2

#3

Half bridge 

Transformer

ARM controller Communication 
interface  

(a) Top layer 

Buck boost converterBuck boost converter

ControlControl
DriverDriver

Auxiliary 
power

Auxiliary 
power

 
(b) Bottom layer 

Fig. 11   Photo of prototype 

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the experimental waveform of the 
balancing current in the top and bottom layer. In Fig. 12, the 
balancing current of the three packs is 3.6 A, -1 A and -2.6 A 
respectively. In Fig. 13, the balancing current of the two cells 
is 10 A and -10 A. Thus, both the balancing circuits in the top 
and bottom layer can operate properly, which verifies the 
effectiveness of the proposed architecture. 
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Fig. 12  Balancing current in top layer  
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Fig. 13  Balancing current in bottom layer 

Fig. 14 illustrates the current rating density of the 
balancing circuit, which is the ratio of the balancing current 
rating and the battery capacity. Compared to other literature, 
the minimal and maximal reduction of the current rating is 50% 
and 90% respectively by the proposed architecture. So the 
system applied with the proposed architecture needs far less 
current than other architecture when the same battery is 
balanced. 
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Fig. 14  Comparison of current rating density in different architecture 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a hierarchical architecture is proposed to 
improve the performance of the balancing system for series 
connected batteries. In the proposed architecture, the batteries in 
the bottom layer are applied with the Adjacent Cell-to-Cell 
structure and they are grouped into different packs. A multi-
directional multi-port converter is proposed to form the top layer 
and it can deliver the energy from one pack to any other pack bi-
directionally. The top layer decouples the battery cells in 
different packs and avoids the repeated charging and discharging 
problem in the Cell-to-Pack architecture. Thus the battery 
lifetime can be extended. Moreover, the proposed architecture 

can reduce the required current rating of the balancing circuits. 
According to the experimental results, the effectiveness of the 
balancing circuits in the proposed architecture is validated and 
the current rating of the balancing circuits with the proposed 
architecture is much lower than that with other architecture. 
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